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Abstract

The quality of a database design has a significant impact on the quality of an information system. Even if a system has been running for a long time, a programmer may forget to optimize a query in MySQL, even though optimization is critical as the amount of data is enormous. MySQL has an index function for tables that helps to speed up database searches. In essence, the index will be beneficial if utilized by the user's interests and wants; otherwise, the index, constructed randomly and in large quantities, would slow down database access. As a result, before constructing a database index, it is necessary to reconsider the rules and conduct a thorough examination.
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1. Introduction

A database is an essential part of any modern information system. A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), often known as a Relational Database System, is used in practically all of today's information systems[1]. Oracle, MS SQL Server, PostgreSQL, DB2, FirebirdSQL, and MySQL are RDBMS software frequently used in information systems. A database collects data that broadly characterizes an organization's operations and actors; for example, a university database will include students, lecturers, lectures, and other information. SQL (Structured Query Language) is a structured language for accessing and manipulating data in databases and database entities [2]. SQL is also the standard language used in various existing databases, making it simple to transfer data between them. In SQL-Server, an index is a database object of tables and columns[3]. The database index is used to identify column values in specific tables because without it rapidly; the database would have to search from the first to the last row table, which would take a long time. Furthermore, if
you run a search on a table with many rows without an index, you will need a lot of RAM. As a result, this index may be compared to a book’s table of contents [4].

2. Theoretical Basis

An index in a database is similar to a table of contents in a book in that it makes it simpler to discover data. Because if a database does not have an index, it will scan or search for each record in the required table [5]. Scanning or scanning a database takes a long time and slows down its speed. When an index is called in SQL, you can generate one or more columns in the index. Consequently, the index can produce one column (column index) or numerous columns (multiple-column index) from a table [6].

2.1 Column Indexes (One Column Index)

Indexing is possible for all MySQL data types. The best method to increase the efficiency of the SELECT operator is to use an index on the relevant column. The maximum index number and index length for each table are determined by the storage available (Storage Engine).

2.2 Multiple-Column Indexes

MySQL can generate composite indexes (creating an index by querying two columns of data or a table). Indexes with up to 16 columns are known as multiple-column indexes. A multiple-column index is an array of values merged with the values in the column from which the index is constructed [7].

![Figure 1. Structure of a Multi-column index in SQL server](image-url)
MySQL uses indexes to execute the following tasks:
   a. To get the rows that meet the WHERE clause rapidly
   b. To take the rows out of the equation. MySQL will check for the index that has the fewest rows.
   c. The rows in the previously merged column must be retrieved.
   d. In some circumstances, the query can be streamlined to return values without initially entering the table.

3. Method
   Experimental approaches were used in this investigation. One form of research approach is the experimental method. Researchers can use experimental approaches to modify and adjust factors and study the results. The variables in this experimental procedure are regulated so that extraneous variables that may impact the outcome are excluded [8].

   The experimental approach seeks to uncover and obtain causal links by changing or manipulating one or more variables in one or more experimental groups, then comparing the findings to a control group that was not manipulated. Manipulation is systematically modifying the characteristics or values of independent variables [9]. Control is essential in experimental approaches since modification and observation without it will provide suspect data.

4. Results
   Because not all data or indexes must be used, you must first build and consider the correct approach before constructing an index on a database. Creating an index may be done in a variety of ways, including:
   a. Index Design
      Determining the column to utilize, the kind of index to employ (for example, clustered or non-clustered), the proper index choices, and the filegroup or partitioning scheme placement are all part of index design.
   b. Determining the best manufacturing method
      The index is created by:
      1. Using CREATE TABLE or ALTER creates a unique primary key or constraint for the column. Unless a clustered index already exists in the table or a unique non-clustered index is specified, SQL builds a unique index to enforce the uniqueness requirement of a PRIMARY KEY or a unique constraint [10]. Unless a unique clustered index is precisely defined and a table clustered index is not available, a unique clustered index is produced by default to enforce a PRIMARY KEY requirement.
      2. Using the CREATE INDEX command or the New Index Dialog in SQL, create an index that is independent of constraints. The name, table index, and column index that apply are all determined. You may also provide the index and index location and the filegroup and partition scheme. If the clustered option or unique constraint is not supplied, a non-clustered, non-unique index is constructed by default. Use the WHERE clause to construct a more specialized (filtered) index [11].
      3. Create index
         There are no performance ramifications when an index is built on an empty table; however, performance will be affected when data is added to the table.

   Indexing huge tables require careful planning to ensure that database performance is not impeded. The best method for indexing big tables is starting with a clustered index and subsequently building a non-clustered index [12].
In order to find data more quickly and efficiently, an index can be constructed in a table. Users cannot view the index; the brand solely uses it to speed up searching and queries. The syntax for creating an index on a table is as follows. Double values are permitted:

```
CREATE INDEX index_name
ON table_name(column_name)
```

The above query will construct an index with the name of the index and in which table and column it will be generated.

The syntax for generating a unique index on a table is as follows. In this index, double values are not permitted:

```
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX
index_name
ON
table_name(column_name)
```

The above query will construct an index with the name of the index and in which table and column it will be generated.

The syntax for generating a unique index on a table is as follows. In this index, double values are not permitted:

```
DROP INDEX
index_name
ON table_name
```

The above query will delete an index that was previously established using the DROP INDEX operator, followed by the name of the index and table to be destroyed.

You can deactivate an index that has already been generated in addition to generating and removing it. Users will be unable to access the index, clustered index, or underlying table due to this disabling. The nonclustered index retains metadata and statistical index data [13]. Only the physical data is removed from a clustered or nonclustered index when disabled.

The data remains in the table when the clustered index is disabled, but it is not available for DML operations until the index is destroyed or re-created. The ALTER INDEX REBUILD or CREATE INDEX WITH DROP EXISTING statements can re-create and reactivate the index.

c. Advantages of Using Indexed View Scenarios

1. Foreign Key Indexes

The Foreign key column is a specific circumstance that necessitates an orderly index. A foreign key was created to match a row from one table to a row from another table. If you have a parent table and wish to view the children of a row, it is critical to make sure that every time you specify a foreign key constraint, indexing is possible [14]. When removing the parent row in numerous relations, even one kind of domain, the access type becomes highly significant.
2. Indexed Views

The process of indexing a view entails converting the view's virtual structure into a physical object. The result as updated data in the table is the data for performing queries with the view. Indexed views allow you to create summary tables without using any manual processes or triggers [15].

When utilizing an index view, there are two advantages. Even if SQL has not specified a specific view to use and the query does not reference a view, it will consider utilizing an indexed view whenever it performs a query.

d. Oracle Index: Database Performance

The appropriate indexing of the database, or Oracle index, is critical to database performance. Hundreds, if not thousands, of indexes may be found in most Oracle databases sc[14]. Index tuning and monitoring are challenging for DBAs due to the high number and complexity. Due to index distortion induced by numerous changes in the data in the indexed table, even an initially efficient index might become inefficient over time [17].

What are the different choices for utilizing Oracle indexes, and how do you manage them? The data in the related table is logically and physically independent of the index. Without impacting the base table or other indexes, the DBA can establish or eliminate indexes at any moment. All apps continue to function even if the DBA removes the index[18]. Access to previously indexed data, on the other hand, maybe slower. Because of its self-contained structure, the index takes up storage space [19].

After indexes are built, Oracle maintains and utilizes them automatically. Oracle automatically reflects data changes with no further action from the user, such as adding a new row, changing a record, or removing a row across all relevant indexes [20].

Depending on the Oracle application and the text source, Oracle Text permits three types of Oracle indexes. The DBA uses the Construct INDEX statement to create all types of Oracle index text.

5. Conclusions

Indexes in the database are highly beneficial for improving SQL speed, particularly in databases with many tables and entries in each table. Since if you do not utilize an index in the database, searching for data will take a long time because you will have to search or scan all of the table's rows. Furthermore, it will consume a significant amount of storage memory. Because Oracle provides more index types than MySQL, using SQL indexes in Oracle. Oracle, for example, may use a text index to search for terms.
However, the index's usage must be acceptable because not all databases require one, so if you are going to construct an index on the database, you will need to prepare ahead and strategize carefully. Because the index developed will make it more difficult for the user to discover the data they are seeking if it is not designed ahead of time and has a robust approach. As a result, it will provide inaccurate data for other users that want database data or information. As a result, the index in the database is very beneficial for users who use it, but care must be taken when deciding which tables will be indexed and if the table should be indexed or not so that SQL performance is not slowed. Because too many indexes will cause a database's SQL performance to suffer.
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